P5 Literacy – Week beginning 11th May 2020

Reading Focus
Aim to spend about 20 minutes a day reading (and more if you wish!).
Continue to take AR quizzes when you finish your book and keep on eye on
how you are progressing towards your target. Enjoy!

Spelling Focus:
The 'shun' sound can be spelt in three different ways. Which one
you use depends on the last letter or letters of the root word.
•
•
•

If the root word ends with 'c' or 'cs' use the -cian suffix: magic magician
When the root word ends with 'd' or 'se' the suffix used is
usually -sion : expand - expansion
If the root word ends with 't' or 'te' use -tion : invent - invention

Spellings
magician
invention
musician
permission

Can you think of any more?

expansion

Resources for ‘shun’ words:

hesitation

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zt62mnb/articles/zyv4qhv
This resource has a short video and interactive activities based on
‘shun’ words.

discussion
extension

Written Practice:
Choose pairs of rhyming words (such as musician and permission) and write a
silly rhyming couplet with them. For example:
I wanted to be a musician,
So I asked my mum for permission
Also – see activity below

Spelling Sheet:

Grammar Focus: Adverbs
An adverb is simply a word that describes a verb (an action or a doing word).
• He ate his breakfast quickly.
The word 'quickly' is an adverb as it tells us how he ate (the verb) his breakfast.
Where to place adverbs?

Adverbs can come before or after a verb.
• He 'quickly' ate his lunch.
• He ate his lunch 'quickly'.

Resources for adverbs:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwwp8mn/articles/zgsgxfr
This lesson includes:
•

A video, interactive activity and quiz to help you learn all about adverbs

Creative Writing Focus:
•
•
•

Visit the ‘Fun Shed’ page of the ‘Literacy Shed’:
https://www.literacyshed.com/the-fun-shed.html
Choose a theme that tickles your fancy (it could be ‘Marshmallows, or
‘Pigeon Impossible’ or ‘The Little Shoemaker’ or any of the others!).
Read the background, watch the video for inspiration and then get
writing! I’d love to hear your creations!

Newsdesk:
This is a fantastic resources for Literacy and World Around Us.
Check out the new articles on the C2k Newsdesk each day. You can comment on the articles that interest you and they will appear
with your name and school for us all to see! Check your comment for spelling and punctuation before you submit.
You can also check out the ‘School Reporter Section’ and find out how to get your own report published on the Newsdesk. It gives tips
and advice on writing your report. You should choose a topic of particular interest to yourself.

Grammar Sheet: Adverbs

•

P5 Maths – Week beginning 11th May 2020

Weight

Times Tables focus:

Key Learning Points:

x9

- Estimate and measure items
- Convert units of measure:
1,000grams (g) = 1 kilogram (kg)
- Reading scales accurately:

-

https://www.ictgames.com/mobilePage/mostlyPostie/index.html

Number Patterns

1

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

P5 (other subjects) – Week beginning 11th May
PE: Have a go at this game in your garden. See can you beat
your parents! https://youtu.be/gdBGyppKuB0
World Around Us:
Thank you so much to all who have sent me your county projects so far. I am
SO impressed!
Remember, you can send them to smcmullan185@c2kni.net when you’re
finished.
If you enjoyed doing this, why not do another project? This time, you could
choose a tourist attraction near where you live, or maybe somewhere you
have visited. For example, you could do a project on the North Coast, the
Giant’s Causeway, Carrick-a-Rede Rope Bridge, Belfast, or anywhere else that
tickles your fancy! You could include some interesting facts from your
research, some pictures and even any stories associated with that place.

STEM: (Science. Technology, Engineering and Maths)
Sentinus is posting a STEM challenge for primary schools every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday for you to try at home. I cannot recommend this highly
enough – there is so much learning to be gained from them.
They can be found on the Newsfeed of our website and also on the Sentinus
page on Twitter/Facebook/Instagram.
Make sure to send me any pictures of tasks you complete and we will post them
on the website!

Religion:

